WABCO’s lightweight OptiFlow TrailerSkirt is designed to maximize your fuel efficiency by reducing aerodynamic drag. By doing so, TrailerSkirts can help reduce the effects of air turbulence and improve the overall safety of your vehicle.

Using minimal components and WABCO’s patented one bolt monoclamp technology, OptiFlow TrailerSkirt offers one of the industry’s fastest installations and provides exceptional performance and durability. Multiple lengths are available to meet your vehicle needs, including 28, 48 and 53 feet applications. The TrailerSkirts can be used on reefers, dry vans and pup vans.

**FEATURES**
- Certified for INTERMODAL by EPA SmartWay mounts up to 8’ inboard
- EPA SmartWay approved as >5% standalone device
- C.A.R.B. approved
- Rubberized strut allows flexing in both directions in all weather conditions
- Robust fiber-reinforced plastic composite panels are extremely durable

**BENEFITS**
- Improved fuel efficiency (>5% at US highway speeds of 65 mph)
- Improved stability and handling in cross winds
- Reduced effects of air turbulence and road spray

**PART NUMBERS**
- 53’ Reefer and Dry Vans – TS248
- 28’ PUP Trailers – TS141

For further product details contact your distributor or the WABCO Customer Care Center at 855-228-3203.

WABCO (NYSE:WBC) is the leading global supplier of braking control systems and other advanced technologies that improve the safety, efficiency and connectivity of commercial vehicles. Originating from the Westinghouse Air Brake Company founded nearly 150 years ago, WABCO is powerfully “Mobilizing Vehicle Intelligence” to support the increasingly autonomous, connected and electric future of the commercial vehicle industry. Today, leading truck, bus and trailer brands worldwide rely on WABCO’s differentiating technologies. Powered by its vision for accident-free driving and greener transportation solutions, WABCO is also at the forefront of advanced fleet management systems and digital services that contribute to commercial fleet efficiency. In 2018, WABCO reported sales of over $3.8 billion and has more than 16,000 employees in 40 countries. For more information, visit: www.wabco-optiflow.com